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The University of Texas - Pan American

News Shorts

Staff Writer

Today -AIDS Quilt will be on
display 7-9 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse. For more information contact Ismael Garza, 3806334.
SGA will hold a public meeting to talk with students about
issues on campus at noon in the
UC Circle.
Apr. 12 - The UTPA Folkloric
and Mariachi groups will perform at 8 p.m. in the FA Auditorium.
Apr. 16 - A presentation by
Students Engaged in Sociological Studies on "The Pharr Riot
of 1971" will be given at 7 p.m.
at the McAllen Public Library.
The presentation is free and refreshments will be offered.
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Trial continues with questionable decisions
Trinidad Gonzalez

For Your
Information

p. 8

Analysis
preme Court.

Fonner Student Government President Daniel
Garcia Ordaz's hearing has
veered from the absurd to
questionable decisions
made by the Student Su-

Garcia is facing 14 grievances of failing to fulfill his duties while president and
vice president. The grievances where filed
by SGA Senator Lee Keyes.
Grievances against Garcia range from
misuse of funds to making personal copies to failing to observe Robert's Rules of
Order while he chaired the SGA Senate.
The three most distinct events that have

occurred during this hearing are: the
court's advisor telling the court it could
convene without quorum; the courts advisor acting as a witne s while observing
other witnesses' testimony; and denial of
counsel for the defendant.
On Monday night, Faculty Justice Fred
Ellis was late for the appointed time of
when the hearing was to reconvene.

Elvie Davis, advisor for the court, told
the three students justices they could convene without Ellis, the lone faculty justice, and that he could listen to tapes of
what he missed.
Ellis showed up before the court convened, but if the court had taken Davis'
advice, they would have been in violation

See Hearing, p. 2

Students
garner
awards at
annual
conference
David Waltz
Managing Editor

State
Houston hospital officials are
attaching electronic alarm bands
around newborns ankles to help
prevent baby snatching.
An alarm will go off if unauthorized persons try to remove
the bands or walk away with an
infant that has a band through
stairs or elevators.
The Pan American/Jennifer Clemente

Nation
President Clinton signed the
line-item veto into law earlier this
week but the National Treasury
Employees Union filed suit claiming the law is unconstitutional
because it contradicts the idea of
separation of powers.
Congress can still override the
law with a two-thirds vote in both
houses . Forty-three governors
have the line-item veto available
to them.

Compiled from news reports.

Kelsey Kim, senior, Genaro Cantu, sophomore, and Faviola Lopez, sophomore, participate In a
Twister contest held recently by the Committee on Women's Issues near the Science Quad.
During the contest, members read out events in women's history to bring awareness of
women's history and issues to those participating In the event.

The Texas Intercollegiate Press Association (TIPA) honored seven UTPA students
and staff members of The Pan American
and Gallery Magazine at an annual TIPA
convention in Abilene, Texas.
Every year, TIPA, a 65 member university and college association of student
publications and mass media, sponsors
seminars conducted by professionals in
various fields of mass communications.
"The conference is an educational tool
for students as well as being a fun trip,"
Joyce Prock, The Pan American adviser,
said.
Awards were presented for outstanding
student work and contributions to mass
communications in areas of newspaper,
magazine, yearbook, radio, television,

See TIPA, p. 3

Library Week kicks off with week long activities
campus," Elinor Folger, library director,
said.
Staff Writer
Also during the same week, Amnesty
National Library Week, April 14 - 20, Week takes place, allowing an "amoffers various activities for students and nesty" on overdue University Library
staff, featuring activities which include
books. Borrowers don't have to pay the
book sales, an essay contest and Log-on fines due on any overdue library books
Day at the library.
if they are turned in during Library
"Library Week is to draw the attention Week.
of students, and for them to realize that
During the week librarians will wear
the library plays an important role on
special T-shirts and buttons that state

Kathy Clemente

"Libraries Change Lives."
The library hosted "Libraries Change
Lives" Essay contest, . Winners of the
"Library Changes Lives" Essay Contest
will read their essays at the Friends of
the Library meeting in the Media
Theater at noon on April 16. This
meeting is free and open to the public.
Students can get more information from
the reference desk in the library.
The prizes will be $100 for first place;

$50 for second place and $25 for third
place.
Throughout April, the essays from the
contest along with photographs of the
authors will be displayed in the Library
lobby.
On April 16, Log-On Day, classes
about logging-on will be offered in the
library. The classes are free to students.

See Library, p. 2

The Pan American Report Card: Making the Grade, Part 2:
Proud graduates say they received adequate education; 32% of graduates polled make over $30,000 on first job
Meredith Markham
Editor

One of the most important factions in a university is its alumni.
They are the ones who go out into
the workplace spreading their influence and their alma mater's
name and reputation.
So it is no surprise that this, the
second part of our special report
on UTPA, should focus on the
alurnni's perceptions of UTPA.

UTPA's Image
The first question asked was how
they thought UTPA's image rated
against those of other universities.
Their responses were comparable
to those received from current students and faculty members.
"I think it definitely has improved since UT took over," Ralph
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Alumni Perceptions of UTPA's image
as compared to other universities
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some time
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Fiftythree percent of the alumni agree Cynthia Parrao, history graduate,
with the 48 percent of students and said. "I am very happy that it's
88 percent of faculty that think here, and is attracting student
UTPA's image is worse than most from Mexico. I really appreciate
other universities. Yet 45 percent that Pan Am is here and am proud
of the alumni surveyed think its that I graduated from there."
equal, none think it's better and
President Miguel Nevarez admitted that part of the problem with
two percent don ' t know.
However, some alumni thought the image status in the mind of

'

alumni is the lack of better alumni
communications. However, he did
say the university is working on the
problem.
"We need better communications to let alumni know what's
happening on campus," evarez
said. "We started doing it with Los
Arcos. Currently, we are trying to
get a larger circulation. I do think
communications and perceptions
have improved greatly since the
Alumni association was started in
1979."

Alma Mater Pride
Surprisingly, a much
better response was obtained from the question, "Are you proud of
graduating from UTPA?"
Only 17 percent of the
alumni said they were not par-

ticularly proud of graduating from
UTPA, while a whopping 83 percent of them said they were proud
ofit.
"The school is getting much
much better as far as enrollment,"
Parrao said. "It is getting stricter
and the entry requirements are getting stricter. A lot of kids are using
the remedial programs as a crutch.
I always tell the seniors I teach that
they need to make high grades on
the SAT's and such because UTPA
is becoming stricter with their entrance requirements."
Going along with the amount
of pride alumni have for
UTPA is their perception
that they have received an
adequate education
from UTPA. In fact,
92 percent of those
alumni polled said they re-

' ' We're working
on this image
for Pan Am and
it' s goirig to
take some time
and work,"
Cynthia Parrao
Alumni
ceived an adequate education.
When asked to comment on the
amount of positive response about
adequate education, Nevarez had
this to say.
"I think it's great. I didn't think
it would be that high. It shows that
the faculty are making the classes
useful. I think that it's a tremendous kudos for our faculty."
He went on to say that, "We need

See UTPA, p. 3
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Hearing, from p. 1
of the SGA Constitution concernmg quorum.
Section 5.9.4 states, "Five members shall constitute a quorum for
the Student Court and three members, including at least one faculty
member, shall constitute a quorum
for the Student Supreme Court."
Davis seems to have failed to
study what constitutes quorum.
Advisor Witness
The second most distinct event
that occurred is the advisor observing witnesses' testimony.
Hector De Leon testified that
Davis told the SGA Senate that
Garcia was not responsible for filling vacancies on SGA's judicial
courts.
One of the grievances filled
against Garcia is that he failed to
fill vacancies on the student courts
in a timely fashion.
After this testimony and a Davis
closed door discussion with the
court, the court subpoenaed Davis.
She took the stand and said that
even though the responsibility for
filling the court did not fall to
Garcia, she still gave him the right

Library, from p. 1
The log-on class schedule is:
In9:15 - 10:15 am
Wide
troduction to the World
Web
10:40- 11:40 am
Searching the World Wide Web
12:00 - 1:00 pm
Scholarly Resources on the
World Wide Web
In1:15 - 2:15 pm
troduction to the World Wide
Web
In2:45 - 3:45 pm
troduction to e-mail using pine
In4:00- 5:00 pm
troduction to the Internet
5:30 - 6:30 pm
Searching the World Wide Web
More informat1on is available
at che reference desk of che
library.
Throughout April, other

to do it. Davis also advises SGA
about their responsibilities.
"In essence, you were giving
Mr. Garcia an honor to nominate
the vacancies for the court," Joy
Ferrer, chief justice, said.
De Leon's testimony helped
clear Garcia of this grievance, but
Davis' s following testimony
changed that, along with Ferrer's
response that filling the vacancies
was an "honor" for Garcia. This
exchange appeared to be contrived
during the closed door discussion
between Davis and the court.

No Counsel
The third most distinct event
that occurred was Ferrer's order
that no counsel could be present
to help the defendant or the plaintiff.
Davis was asked about the denial of counsel and whether this
might be a civil rights violation
against Garcia.
She responded that the court
only had to adhere to the SGA
Constitution and By-Laws and not
the rules and regulations that apply to state and federal courts.
Denying Garcia his right to
council could come into play if
classes will be available in the
library.
Business Resources on the
Web, April 11 : 12 - 1pm;
April 17: 1:45 - 2:35 pm
CD-ROM Databases, April 11:
1:15-2: 15 pm; April 22: 2:45 3:45 pm
Creating a Signature and a
Plan,April 19: 12:45 - 1:35;
April 26: 2:45 - 3:35 pm
Education Resources on the
WWW, April 18: 2:45 - 3:45 pm
Fine Arts on the WWW April
19, 1:45- 2:35 pm
Government Resources on the
WWW, April 18: 12:00 - 1:00
pm
Introduction to E-mail, April
16: 2:45 - 3:45 pm
Introduction to the Internet,
April 16: 4 - 5 pm
Introduction to the WWW,
April 16: 9:15-10:15 am;April

Garcia seeks a civil suit against the
student court and the university for
attempting to ruin his reputation.
Penalties that the Student Supreme hand down can only affect
Garcia's relationship with SGA,
like denying him the right to participate in SGA activities, Judy
Vinson, vice president for student
affairs, said.
Garcia is presently banned from
SGA activities because he is on
disciplinary probation for making
$2.50 worth of personal copiesby
Davis. These are the same copies
Keyes accused him of making.
This appears to be double jeopardy for Garcia.
Keyes is asking that Garcia pay
back the stipend that he received
for being President of SGA, but
Vinson said that a monetary fine
can not be levied by the Student
Supreme Court.
This whole hearing process is
moot.
Keyes said, "SGA is not on
trial," during the hearing.
But SGA and the Student Supreme Court are on trial and sinking fast.

23: 12 - 1 pm
Online Catalog - Information
Gateway, April 15: 12:45 - 1:35
pm; April 24: 5:30-6:30 pm
OVID Databases, April 17:
5:30-6:30; April 25: 12 - J pm
Schorlary Resources on the
WWW, April 16: 12 - 1 pm
Searching the WWW, April
16: 10:40-11:40 am; April 18:
5:30-6:30 pm
Classes will be held in room
205, and there is limited seating.
Folger expresses the importance of the library's contribution to society.
"Our library is part of the
National Library Week and the
idea is to focus its contribution
to society; ours being the
ij
campus," Folger said.

C9mputer Center offers new SLIP/PPP for We
browsers
Students also h
Holly Meisel

Staff Writer

Looking for a more affordable way to browse the World
Wide Web from the privacy
of your own home? Want to
make yourself known to
millions of strangers at the
click of a button?

such as Netscape, Eudora,
QBTNet, and Pine, once a
connection has been established."
The service was established to
provide campus users 8}l inexpensive, graphically-based
method of browsing~ intcmet
from home.
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Marlsela's Ropa Usada
Now Buying Used Levis Jeans &..
Name Brand Used Tennis Shoes.
Come By For Quick Cash!
2245 Austin
(210) 631-1244

McAllen, TX 78501

April 20, 1996
UTPA Fieldhouse

7:00 p.rn.

Pam Tillis
Lee Roy Parnell

or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes. we
ecommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are taxdeferred annuities designed to help build additional
assets- money that can help make the difference
between li,·ing and living u·,// after your working

R

years are o,·er.

Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your
salary on a pretax basis. That lowers your current
taxable income. so you start sa,~ng on federal and,
in most cases. state and local income taxes right away.
\Vhat 's more . any earnings on your SRAs are also
tax deferred until you receive them as income. That
can mdke a big difference in how painful your tax
bill is every year.

As the nation' largest retirement system, based
on assets under management, we offer a wide range
of allocation choices-from the TIAA Traditional
,-\nnuity, which guarantees principal and interest
(backed by the company's claims·pa)~ng ability),
to T IAA-CREF's diversified variable annuity
accounts. And our expenses are very low,* which
means more of your money goes toward improving
your future finan cial health.
To find out more, call I 800 842-2888.\Ve'II send
,\'ou a complete SRA information kit. plus a free
slide calculator that shows you how much SRAs
can lo,ver .v,,11r taxes.

Call today-it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."'
• St,111,),ml ,:~· P,~•r., /11.•11r,111,·t> R,1tm_<1 A11,1(w1,•. lq95: L1pprr .\nal_,11cal ~n.1crs. In..: lirf"t'r-/J1r.-.l,•r.• i11,dvt1.-,1/ /),1/,1 1995 (Quan@rl\')
C Rt::f cc-n1iil'aln ,11·(' Jmnbu1:,~_!,y Tl:\.~-CREF lnd1,1Ju,1l 111~d lnsti1u11onal Sc-r\ 11..es, In'- for more ,~mple1~ informa11on. indudin·g charge1
and C'(penHL ,-;1II I 800 ~2-2t .).>. e,c1. 5:,09. tor .1 .:urrent CREF pro1~C'IUI RH.d 1he prc»pt-(.;IUI c~relull.v b.etore- you 1n\ e11 or 1end mone)·

& Crossfire

>l- . . . . . ........ ... .1.iTicket Prices:

UTPA Students = $13.50
UTPA Faculty,
Staff & Gen. Public = $18'.50
Reserved = $22.50

Tickets go on sale April 2, 1996 at C&C Music,
all Boot Jack locations, Boots N Jeans, the Bull
Rider and at P&C (Payments & Collections).
For more information come b~
UC 305 or call 38'1-3676.

~1-·············•~iBrought to you by the Office of Student Activities.

O/fic, of Stud,nt Deoo/opm,nt, Division of Student Affairs. Your Student Service Fees At W. k/
or ·
If 1pecial accommodation, are nec.,..ry, pl.au bl free to conw:I tk Oflice of Stwlent Activitjeo at
381-3676 al leut ,= (7) day, prior lo the event.
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UTPA from p.1 _ __

ask is what salary range a recent
to track the alumni by discipline graduate can expect.
so we can feed the results to the
Over 70 percent of the alumni
departments where the results
polled say they made $21,000
will have greater impact on the
and up after graduation. In fact,
quality of education within those 43 percent of those said they
departments."
made from $21,000 to $30,000
On the other hand, four percent o n their first job, and 32
of the alumni said that they did
percent said they made
not recieve an
over $30,000. Only 15
adequate
percent made from
education
$16,000 - $20,000,
and four
and none of those
percent did
polled made lower
not know if
than $16,000. Four
they had
percent are selfreceived an
employed and
adequate
another four
education.
percent have
" I thought that
gone back to
the classes were
graduate
watered down and
school.
weren't challengAs most
ing enough," Ann
alumni
Maus, medical
suggest, perhaps all
graduate, said. "But
that is needed is a bit more
the students did well on
the
time and effort by everyone
(state) tests; however, I wanted
involved in order to brighten the
more than just a degree."
old image of the university for
the newer generations corning in.
Salary Ranges
In the next part of this series,
One thing that is extremely
on April 18, we will compare
important to a graduating student faculty workloads and salary
is what kind of salary they will
ranges with those of other
command in the current job
universities.
market. The logical question to

83%

Yes

No
Don't
Know

advertising, public relations, and
photography.
"You get out what you put in,"
Meredith Markham, editor of
The Pan American, said.
"If you attend the seminars
which are presented by professionals in the field, you will gain
more knowledge of how the real
world works. The contests also
measure your ability to compete
in the market."
Live events were staged, where
students competed in news
writing, sports news writing,
radio announcing, magazine
layout, new paper layout and
many other associated events.
UTPA student won two awards
during the live competition.
"I was plea ed that our students placed this year," Prock
said. "Thi is the fifth year that
student have placed in magazine
de ign."
Meredith Markham and Reina
Martinez won first place in photo
essay and Michael Sanchez won
an honorable mention for magazine layout.
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Percentage of Alumni proud of
graduating from UTPA
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Percentage of Alumni who say they
received adequate education from UTPA
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Swimming Pool •Laundry Room •Walking
Distance to UTPA •Shopping Center

380-0046 • 585-4049
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• Freepic11:-upltomRVP1rk'

• B,hngual Tour Cuo<les

309 West Expw y. 83 (Back • Enlrance Fees on Tours
Office) San Juan. Texas 78539 • F1rst c lass Busts wf A.JC
(21 0 ) 781-8171
Pager (210) 268-0539

Healer TV VCR
• f irst Clil">~ Holels

• All Ta1es

Holy Communion - Chapel of the Lord's Prayer
Followed by Free Lunch - 1st Wednesday& 3rd Tuesday
Noon

305 North Montevldoo A~t. 17
Edinburg, Texas 7 8539
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Computerized, type-editing on term
papers, etc. 664-2922.
National Parks Hiring. Positions
are now available at National Parks,
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Excellent benefits+ bonuses! Call: 1206-971-3620 ex:t. N58632.
Fast Fundraiser. Rai e $500 in 5
days. Greeks, groups, clubs, molivated individuals. Fa t, ea y. No
financial obligation. (800) 862-1982
Ext. 33.

\ ' " 1,. ,,. I 1. I ' "
( ,l , , ,, I i 11. ,.l .1L1,.11 . 1

<.:all in fo r Tkkct R'--s'-•n·a tions!
.\ ('{I/.\

The Pan American staff won •
four individual awards for the
1995 production year, where
entries were submitted in early
1996. Liza Longoria won an
honorable mention for newspaper
sports action photo, David Waltz
won an honorable mention for
sports news story, Meredith
Markham won an honorable
mention for opinion page design,
and Gustavo Olivares and Omar
Gonzalez won third place in
freehand infographic.
Holly Meisel, staff reporter for
The Pan American, was elected
TIPA 's secretary for the 1996-97
convention.
The Gallery Magazine taff
won three individual award .
Cauhtemoc Paz won second
place in feature photo, Mary
Catherine Cloud won fir t place
in magazine illustration, and Juan
Moreno won an honorable
mention for magazine illu tration.
The Gallery staff al o won an
honorable mention for be t single
issue.

~ CLASSIFIEDS

Now accepting applications
for staff positions for the Fall
Semester.

l .i111itnl

O p..:n Daily

Mon · Sun • 9 am • (1 pm

WILDLIFE/CONSERVATION
JOBS. Game wardens, security,
maintenance, etc. No expenencc
necessary. Now hiring. For info call
(219) 794-0010 ex.t. 770 \. S:OO .&..M
to I 0 :00 PM 7 days.

STUDENT
ALTO
SERVICE
S
INVITES YOU TO BECOME
w IJ~~~@:~

~ IJQJJ@:®[Q)~
FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF
I
April 16, 23, 3u • 9 a.m. • noon
• ~~e~ Vision Screenings
Provided by Dr. Antoni
Appointment Necessary

Dental Screenings
Provided by Dr. Tagle's Office
Appointment Necessary

Hematocrit (Anemia Test)
No Appointment Necessary
(Walk-in)

Glucose (Diabetes Test)
Provided by Border Health & Diabetes Registry.
No Appointment Necessary (Walk-in)

Diabetes Education
Provided by American Diabetes Association
3 Sessions:
9 a.m., 10 a.m. , 11 a.m.

[1Ji\@ ~~□Zi\~
• Men's Wellness Screening
PSA (Prostate Specific Antigen)
Testicular exams

• Women's Wellness Screening
PAP smears
STD cultures

• Executive Profiles (complete
blood profile
12 hr. fasting required)
• OTC (over the counter medicines available)
• Immunizations
In collaboration with Physicians' Assistant
Studies Program and Nursing Department.

!3

David Castro, RpH.; Debra elson, RN; Alma Guerra, medical assistant; Rosie Gonzalez,
office supervisor; Olga Rodriguez, LV ; Linda Pereya, LYN; Norma Ocanas, clerk;
Cynthia Gonzalez, clerk; and Mary Ann Gordon, RN-C, director.

Sponsored by:

~lJQJJOOu0JlJ ~~~lJ~ ~@:~W□CG@:~
@:~ □~□zi\ ~~~ ~~ TI(ID3
For Appointments call 381-2511
"Your Student Service Fees at Work"
Division of Student Affairs
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Art seniors KeUy Smith and Dominic Lopez will present their BFA
exhibits April 1S-19 in the Clark Gallery in the Fine Arts Building,
A reception will be held from 7-9 p.m. Monday.

Cultural and historical activities highlight the
National Mecha Conference
Lydia Puente
Arts and Entertainment Editor

This weekend offers a variety of
historical and cultural events courtesy of El Sexto Sol de Mecha, the
campus organization hosting the
1996 Mecha National Conference
today through Sunday at the university.
The conference, whose theme is
"The Sixth Sun: The Rebirth of
Conscientiousness," is dedicated
to Ricardo Sanchez, a well known
Chicano poet and activist.
One of the organizers of the conference, Ray Quiroga, anthropology junior, said Sanchez was a
great model for Chicanos.
"Sanchez was a poet from the
barrio and was proud of who he
was," he said.
Quiroga said Sanchez chastised
eli tist and intellectual Chicanos
who were not active in the movement.
Quiroga said this is the first time
the conference is being held in
Texas.
One of the goals of the conference is to get other Texan Mecha

chapters more involved, he said.
"For many years, California has
hosted the conference," he said.
"What we want to do is to stir up
momentum and get more people
from Texas involved."
Quiroga said the conference is
not geared for only Mecha members.
"It's for anyone who is interested
in Chicano culture, history or philosophy," he said.
The conference will feature a
variety of workshops on such topics as politics, film, poetry and literature, Chicano philosophy, music and spiritual healing.
The event will also feature poetry readings, art exhibits, film
screenings, theater and dance performances.
The conference begins tonight at
6 p.m. at the Media Theater.
"Chicano! The History of the
Mexican American Civil Rights
Movement," a documentary by
famed filmmaker Hector Galan,
will also premiere at 11 :30 a.m.
Friday in the Media Theater.
Saturday, Mecha will present
lifetime achievement awards to

Break/ast • Lunch • Dinner
7A.M.-10PM.
(Sun - Thurs)
7AM. -Midnight
(Fri & Sat)

10% Discount
with UTPA I.D.
(Dine in or
Carry-out)

Butts across campus
still relaxed

Following - - - - - - - - - - - all over again exGina Tiano Saxena cept this time
the presentastraight, sober, and
tion by Victor
Guest Column
with your guts on
Villasenor in
the line, and with
the Fine Arts
All the indigopen.
mind
your
Auditorium at U.T. - Pan American last month, I left the audito- enous people of earth will make
rium feeling a little numb, it work, not because they look like
shocked, but with really relaxed Playboy bunnies, but because
they've got guts, and heart, and
buttocks.
Villasenor said "We're finish- soul! We are moving into a new
ing up the century of the uptight consciousness!"
I could not help but feel that I
asses!" After he asked a girl and
guy to come up on stage, and af- had boarded a spaceship and was
ter he hugged them, Villasenor losing consciousness.
"Just a minute!" Villasefior's
asked the audience to tand up and
shot into the air as silence
fingers
" hug your neighbor " adding,
"and when you give a hug, don't fell across the auditorium. Then
do it with your ass back, terrified. speaking slowly, he said:"! did not
Hug your neighbor with a loose know what I was going to talk
ass." Well, I guess for some about today, but I knew that this
was going to be an important talk,
people that will take practice.
"What I'm going to talk about How many of you in here have
is the 21st century, Villasenor walked on fire? Raise your hands.
The Pan American/Reina Martinez
•
•
said. "And I want you all to jump I have fire walks at my home. I
La Muerte en Nuestra v1das by Xavier Garza, part of an
aboard this spaces hip with me light up logs this big around (he
art exhibit in conjunction with the Mecha conference.
called earth, and I want you to held up his hands to demonstrate),
Admission for students is $15
human rights activist Rocky
take over. The 60s were a time of and I step up to the fire and wait
Rodriguez and poet Dr. Alurista, with ID. General admission is $30.
drugs, sex, and rebellion; that was to hear the voice say to me, "esta
For more information call the
who wrote the "Plan Espiritual de
all good because everyone came bien." Then the fire invites me in,
Aztlan" the document by which Mecha National Conference HeadSee butts p. 5
up empty. The 90s will be the 60s
quarter at 3 18-0257.
the Mecha constitution is based.
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MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLEY-WIDE

Specializing in handmade tortillas
Mrs. G's homemade recipes
All food made fresh daily on premises

· WHITE FLOUR

: PATOS
TRY 'EM,
YOU'LL LOVE 'EM

CALL AHEAD
FOR FASTER SERVICE!

olm4''
1ff
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Megican tood

Lunch Express • Monday • Friday • 11 a.m . • 3 p.m .
Plate lunch, tri_pas, mollejas, camitas, came guisada
a daily special • All lunches served with chips
& hot sauce.

$3.50

I 0% Discount with 1.JTPA I.D.
Fresh Homemade Com & Flower Tortillas.

EDINBURG

321 W. UNIVERSITY DR.

383-0521

RIO GR

:Reproductive Services
61:l SESA.llE DIU\'E \\'EST • IIAHI.INGEN

In association with Adoption Affiliates

Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd lmnester)
}lorning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Senices

-'·: .-jj,.

Sonia's 'Beauty Shop
• Regular Cut $7 ~1-=i
Open Monday - Saturday • 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

l3l Student Cut $5

Permanent Perms on eye lashes

For Information Call:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
LittnMd by the Tucu Department ofHealth

*

STARS

APRIL
SPECIALS

1205 S. Closner • Edinburg • 383-5388
Across from HEB on Bus. 281

$25
'We use !Rg,akfn Products

380-2239
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ORTHOP.A EDIC
INSTITU TE
Bill Snyder, M.D.
Orthopaedic Surgeon

Specializing In arthroscopic reconstruction
of the shoulder and knee.
Outpatient Surgery for Adults and Children
Athletic Injury Fracture Care
Joint Replacements On-The-Job Injuries
2nd Opinion Consultations X Ray

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen
Tel. 210. 686. 2669
CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING. DAY AND EVENING HOURS.

UTPA
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
Member of the American College Health Association
Office Hours:

Medical Services:

Mondays thru Fridays
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Tuesdays 8 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Mondays thru Fndays
8:30 a.m .. 4 p.m.
Tuesdays 8:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.

FREE HIV TESTING

You1ve heard them on Springer . ..You 1ve
seen them on Ricki Lake ... Now, you can
be a part of a

TRASHY TAU{ suow

Student/Faculty/Staff

Mon. 9 a.m. - noon 1-3 p.m.
Fri. 9 a.m. -11 :30 a.m.
Confidentially Anonymous

EVENING CLINIC

Join Tony Farina
from 94.5 as he
helps others bring
honesty into their
relationships.

Every Tuesday

LARGE BURGER COMBO
Large Hamburger
Reg. Fries & 20 oz. Drink
SIZE IT UP! Large Fries,
Large Drink $2.99

•

FREE patien t consultation with physician .

•
•

Laboratory
Pharmacy

LARGE BURGER

99¢

Banana
Split 99¢

The_se low price specials show our appreciation for your
business. Thank you for stopping by our store.
Cash o nly, no bills over $20
Expires 4-30-96

physician assistants and nurse practitioners
for all currently enrolled UTPA students.
Immunizations. including Chicken Pox Vaccine

•
•
•

Insurance
Confidential Pregnancy Testing
Sexually Transmitted Disease Information
PAP

Smears

Contraceptive Information
Medical Treatment For: colds. flu . sore throats. ear
aches. gynecological problems. urinary tract problems,
digestive tract problems, minor injuries

Located in Emilia Schrmior Ramirez Hall, Room 103
For more i11formatio11 call 381-2511

APRIL 16, 1 996
12:00 P.M. - 1:00 P.M.
UC BALLROOM

Brought to you by ADAP &
Bacchus/Gamma.
Your Student Seruica Fees At Worlt!
If •p,-ci.J aC'com.rnod...liona ar. n ~ H r y,

pl.we c::onl.c;:t

th. ADAP

oUic• at 381 .36 76 at le-t 5 d..,... prior to t.h. .-v.nt
90 that appropnata uran1emeat. can l,,. m.d.e.

'i\'7:!i!.
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Send us your recipes and erotic fantasies - E-Mail us at Pan_American

'A Family Thing' 1996
United Artists
Directed by Richard Pearce
Screenplay by Billy Bob
I realize you probably have seen
Thornton & Tom Epperson
Robert Duvall & James Earl the previews for 'A Family Thing'
so my act of leaving you hanging
Jones

Currents and Classics
Mark M. Milam

'Five Easy Pieces' 1970
Columbia
Directed by Bob Rafels on
must have failed. You most likely
Screenplay by Adrien Joyce
know
the
storyline
and
other
asLife is a path and adventure that
Jack Nicholson, Sally
sometimes spins out before us and pects of this film ... Why see the Struthers, Karen Black

our notions of reality. How one
man and his family cope with these
changes and consequences is
the core of • A Family
Thing.' Earl, played to perfection by Robert
Duvall, is a man on
exactly this type of
adventure in his life,
little does he realize the impact that it will have on his
fami ly or even himself.
The death of Earl's
mother and her revelations
to her son via a letter unlock a
course of searching and bitter reco nc iliatio ns that possible will
never heal. Swept into the drama
is Ray, played by James Earl Jones,
a C hicago policeman who never
suspects his role or involvement
wi ll be discovered. Neither man is
ready to either face the past or conquer the future, nor or they prepared for the burdens of each other.
~ - - -- - - - -

movie, you see all the good shots
on the trailers! This is a feel-good
cinematic experience that has its
low points and high tensions, but overall
plays with a steady
pace.
Given the talent of
Du val l and Jones it
leaves little guessing to
where that source of pulse
and flow comes from.
Both stars sign in with
crafty, calculated perfo rmances that help carry
the storyline when it sags - which
it does but not to the point of distraction. To often quality films like
'A Family Thing' are overlooked
by the rush to the more commercial, over hype movies ... will that
be true again? On a 'Currents and
Classics' rating scale of 1 to 10 (
10 being the highest) I give ' A
Family Thing' ( 1996) an 8.

Opportw rities

324 E. Cano • Edinburg, Texas
Open 7 days 6:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.

5 0 1 N. Closner
Edinburg, Tx 78539

Plus tu., ,md l)i.,f'(lf{I/ Fu

11 a.m. - 3p.m.
Prices at $ .
1 99
$2.99 & $3.99

700
capacity.

~
.

1-800-329-1 882
10% off with I.D.

Texas Special Plate .....$3.99
Entonatadas ...... ......... .$3.99

Lunc h Specials

fri. only
Nopales Alas Mexicana........$3.99
Fish Filete............................. $3.99

~~1~~1p~~~~d~ ·c·~~·~~~·~·.·.·.·.·.Jt.-8Z

Capirotada........................ .... $1.99
Orders to go extra .25¢ We cater parties

These specials good all day for university students staff & faculty onlv.

Joe's Texaco Automotive Service Center i
HJtN(I

Lunc h

5 p.m. to 9p.m.

Boardroom

• NC Repairs • Tune-Ups • Brake Repairs• State Inspection •

s1 6 • 95

DINNER SPECIAL

Special

n... Anny Nalional G.ard ,. an Eq,,aJ ()pponunrty En,ploy,,r.

KEER
STAT·
n. ...
,n.

•

6 a.m. -11 a.m.

available

[I·
~. .

383 6501

Breakfas t
All Choices
$1 .80

[BJ Americans At Their Best
SPECIAL

cisions that affect not only Robert
but his family and girlfriend as
wel l. Karen Black is gloriously
rich as Rayette, Robert's motormouthed girlfriend, and the one
true person in hi<; life who is concerned about the future in regards
to Robert.
The events and cour e of this life
come to a head for Robert when
he is informed of his father's impending death. Returning to hi
family home affords thi reluctant
man the opportunity to finally realize the terms and consequence of
the life he has lived ... Facing his
father he start to question the values and directions of his life. Has
it all been worth it ? Has he lived
up to his expectations and potential?
Like most great stories or film
the final question is left unresolved
as the main character fades off into
the distance of a black screen or
final page. Admittedly, thi always
leaves me feeling cheated - I want
conflicts resolved and resolutions
realized between the characters.
This neither hinders or faults 'Five
Easy Piece ' but I thought it makes
for some discomfort as an audience. On a 'Currents and Classic '
rating scale of 1 to IO, I give 'Five
Easy Pieces' 1970 a 7.

New owner from Laredo, TX.

SFC Juan Longoria
210-318-0253

G·

panam.edu ;)

LALO'S COMED OR

High School Juniors. Seniors and Graduates who
qualify, may fill vacant positions in the Texas Army
National Guard. About $20,000 in salary and education
assistance includes:
• The M ontgom ery GI Bill
• Paid Job Skill Training
• Hands-On E xperience
If you qualify for the Mon tg omery GI Bill. you can
earn up to $190 a m o nth for 36 months provided you
are a full-time s tude n t. Fo r more information about
the Texas Anny N ational Guard and additional benefits. call today!
.

TEXAS

Sometimes the best films are
those which tell the stories and
tragedies of the simple person, the
common man on his course of life.
• Five Easy Pieces' is the life of
Robert, a talented musician who
has squandered his purpose and
destination in life in favor of a simpler way of dealing with life. Robert is played by Jack Nicholson
with a performance that ranges
from muddled to brilliant. This wa
the beginning of Nicholson's career as a film performer, a dead
giveaway is the lack of self-assurance that would come to coat
Nicholson's acting and the roles he
has carried.
As Robert, Nichol on is an unnerving sort of person in both his
manner and actions. Talented and
bright, yet bent on running his life
the way he sees fit... these are de-

@
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO BEPAID TO STUDY?
HOURS

~
co·
:::,

7 days a week• 8 a.m. • 4 p.m.

REQUIREMENTS

1) Need extra money

3

Age: 18 to 69
Weight: 110 lbs. Min.
Good health
Student I.D.
No history of hepetitis

2) Willingness to provide a
3) Knowledge that you

EXPECTED COURSE RESULTS

TIME REQUIREMENTS

Extra money (up to $100 in 2 wks.)
Good grades & the satisfaction
of knowing that you have provided
a product that might help
save a life.

Approximately to hours.
twice a week

:::,

• 383-1882 • 383-4133 • Bpr.: 318-6137 • Fax: 318-1389 •

STUDIO STYLES
His & Hers Salon

butts from p. 4. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- and I'm barefooted, and I roll up
my Levi, and I tart walking on
the fire. Thecoalschangeto snow
and crunch under my feet. How
many of you in here think I'm kidding? Rai e your hand ." A couple
of brave souls rai ed their hands,
and the rest of us (the ones with
relaxed buttocks) just sat there.
" Survival in tincts come from
the women," he aid. "That's why
men who play sports look into the
TV camera and say, 'Hi, Mom !'
They know where their breeding
came from. My father said that the
power of a man is in picking the
woman that he breeds with and
backing up his decision with all hi
guts."
Guts? I thought. I could see a
worried expression on the face of
the young man sitting near me, and
I could eetwo gray-haired women
shaking their head back and forth
as if to say 'no' two rows in front
of me. Meanwhile, I was trying to
decide if I was a 'good breed' or
not.
In my English class, I was asked
to re pond to Villasefior's presentation, so here it i : Just a
minute.. .I'm trying Villaseiior's
approach to thinking, and I like it.

Gloria Lopez

Mon-Sat • 9-6
Special on Haircuts

1108 - J\. S. Closner
Edinburg * 381 - 8705

w/ UTPA ID $ I off

I will u e it when I need a moment
tocompo emyself. Butlthinkl'II
leave the wa lking on fire to
Villasenor .
The only way I could have slept
through Villaseiior's presentation
would have been if I had been hit
over the head with a very heavy
object. It was fa cinating, unusual,
shocking (especially the part where
he said that he and his wife are both
' seeing' someone else and are
happy with that). I had hoped to
a k Villa efior about his dy lexia
and how he overcame the disability to achieve his success, but I
think I was afraid of the answer I
would get. So I kept my mouth shut
and my butt relaxed.
Villa eiior said he was fo r
equality, and that it was time to
' hear HER tory !" Just as I was
beginning to believe him, he
tarted telling to the guys about
finding the right woman to 'breed
with,' and all of the udden I felt
the urge to 'moo.'
My advice to Villasenor would
be to get some Jeep, get off the
spaceship, and come back to earth. ,
Just a minute..... and maybe loose :,
buttocks aren't such a good idea ::
all the time .. .Hi, Mom!
•'

. . :. .:. ____. : :;______:..........................i --t'
9 a.m. • 6 p.m.
Sat. byAppt.
Closed Mondays

PREREQUISITE

By Appointment only

380-6588

product that others need
cannot get AIDS from
providing plasma

No appointment
necessary

"Introducing a New Stylist"

will speak about his experiences and
answer questions during the program. The Holocaust exhibit, produced by HCHM, includes artifacts,
photographs and personal accounts
of Valley residents who survived.
Admission to the program and Holocaust exhibit is included with the
price of admission to the Museum.
For more information call 383-691 1.
• Classical guitarist and UTPA instructor Eddie Miranda will perform
in concert at 3 pm on Sunday at the
Weslaco Public Library. Tickets are
$7 and can be purchased at the door.
For more information call the library
at 968-4533.

Open: Tues • Fri
Provide Plasma to earn
cash and save lives.

(0

I.J,eal totZnis

• The UTPA Mariachi will perform in concert at 8:00 p.m. Friday
at the Fine Arts Auditorium. Daneers from the UTPA Folkloric Dance
Company will also be performing
with the group. Tickets are $5.00
and will be sold at the door. For
more information call 381-347 1. •
The Hidalgo County Historical Museum will commemorate the anniversary of the Holocaust with a special program and exhibit at 2 pm.
Sunday. McAllen resident, Witold
Kuhn, a Holocaust survivor, is the
featured speaker. Kuhn, who was a
political prisoner in the infamous
oncentration camp of Auschwitz,

Check out a new course offered by Alpha!
COURSEDESCRIPTION

....
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FIRST DONATION • $20 with student 1.0.
Up to $100 in just 2 weeks!
Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and Study while donating.
It's like being paid to study!

FREE STUDENT
TEXT

2014 W. University
Edinburg

Science and Health
with
Key to the Scriptures
by Mary Baker Eddy
CALL 686-4241

kinko•s

Christian Science
Reading Room
911 N. Main St. • McAllen

OPEN Tues. & Thurs.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

ALPHA PLASMA CENTER• 102 S.16th St• McAllen• 682-4159

CMOOSE THE APAR.TMENT COMMONITY
TMAT OFFER.S SO MOCM MORE ...

the copy center

LATE NIGHT COPIES
8:00PM rill Mid11iRht

Just Bring in this Co11po11for

S,·/f 3l/
s,.,.,,
,.
2 ¢ 6-'I
~

Cotties

8.S" x II" reg. While Bond

r
COUPON EXPIRES S/31/96
Color Copies • Binding
IBM & • Desktop Publishing
Open 24 HOURS

E,•ery Day

7 Days a Week

1001 S. 10th St. l\lcAllcn. TX
(210)682-4040 Fax(210)682-4013

Put ,Xl~.J on

vour rcsun1c
h(!/hreyou graduate
1996 FALL MARKET! G

OPPORTU ITIESAVAILABLE

* Luxurious I. 2 ood 3 bedroom
* 2 swimmina pools
* Tennis courts
* Family ood ooulf
Beautifully landscaped
* Close lo scooolsWalk fo O.IP.A.
* Cabana with Bar-B-O Pits
* On-site manaaemenf*

24-hour emeraency
maintenance
Courtesy patrol

AT&T " ,eekmg amb1t1ous. ..ab·onented
,1udcm, lO par11upa1e in our 7•day
on•campu, markeung program selling
AT&T product, & scr-.ces Hours are
flex,bll:' wnh !Op compcnsa11 on &
honu,es \fu,1 he available 1-2 weeks
pnor 10 1hc ,1an of cla,scs We need,

AT&T STUDE, T
CAMP MANAGER
To he respon>1hle for overall event
,mplcmcntallon. da,ly management &
tra1n1n1-t of student group. Require
~tron1-t lcader,h,p ah,htr Pnor manage·
ment ·sales•relatcd experience a plu~.

AT&T ASSISTANT STUDE T
CAMPU MANAGER
To mana1-te a group of students o n a
dail1 ha,,s and a,.,,,t w11h overall event
1mpicml:'ntat1on ~all:'s 'leadership experi•
encc a plu,

AT&T 'T DE T
REP/CA.MPU GROUP

AVAILABLE AT

MYTH ADVEN TURES
3000 N. 10th. St., Ste. C, McAllen 78501

687-3104

STARTING AT $370
Office open 7 days a week

[L BOSQL'[ ,\Pi\Rr:'\IE\TS

1609 West Schunior
Edinburg

383- 8382 • 383- 6162

To all a, our on-campw, represcmauves.
\lust he outgoing and ,ales-oriented.
To find out mort: ahout the,e great
opp<,rtunn,e,. Lall 1 HOO 592·2 121 , ext.
336 or 3r Or ,end resume 10 Campus
Dimension,. Inc . AT&T Recruitment,
Attn. Tl', ,~1~ Ar,h. treet, 33rd noor,
Phdadclph,a. PA 19103. or fax 21; 568-1701.
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Opini"n
Corruption, the voice of the voters
We should all be thankful that
you can still find justice in the
state of Texas. You see my
shaky faith in the courts and the
judicial system has been slightly
returned by the diligent folks
who made up a recent Travis
County. It only took this particular Travis County jury four
hours to render a guilty verdict
against State Representative
Sergio Munoz.
You see the fine politician
from Mission had been arrested
and charged with the offensive
of driving while intoxicated one
night this past December·in
Austin. It must have been a
rough day in the land of babble
for Munoz because not only was
he drinking but he was speeding
home from an evening at a
local topless bar. After being
stopped by the police, Munoz,
according to court testimony,
was being uncooperative and
using obscenities ... which is
rather common for those of us
who have been stopped late at
night buzzing in our heads and
down the highway!
With the guilty verdict Munoz
faces a later sentencing which

7)1Jintin(J ~iff(Jlh'S
[.____ _ _
M_ark_M.M_ila_m

]

_ __

could result in a maximum fine
of $2,000 and 180 days in jail,
but it is estimated that he will
receive probation ... because the
court records in Travis County
indicate that most first
time offenders luck
out with such a
sentence. What
should
happen to
Sergio
Munoz
should have
happened long
ago ... he should
be drug back to Mission
and yanked of his position and
conupt influence on the already
battered Hidalgo County!
Unfortunately, I do not live in
Mission and I can only urge the
citizens to reevaluate their
decisions when it comes to their
representative ... As a friend said
recently, " If you want to bum in
hell, keep hanging with the
devil!"
I am not sure if he was

referring to Munoz but the
comparison somehow sticks.
As we are faced with more
and more absurd and inappropriate behavior from our politicians and elected
to ask a
question of
where do
we draw the
line. In the
last couple of
years, especially on
the state level, we have been
bombarded with allegations of
conuption, theft, and various
acts that disgrace the public and
those elected to serve this
public ... Even sadder than the
allegations are the reality that
we have when these politicians
and l:=tw enforcement officials
are convicted and sent to
prison ... or freed on probation.
I realize that there is a world
of difference between driving
drunk and taking payments from
a drug dealer while acting as

County Sheriff, but it raises the
questions of responsibility and
accountability for those you
trust with your vote. Your vote is
your signal, your voice of
confidence ... if it is not earn then
you do not vote for the individual. On the same hand, if
they earn the confidence of the
public but prove undeserving
then we should seize that power
and confidence back immediately.
Maybe it is just me, but if I
want drunks , dopers, and thieves
representing me then I know a
few fine folks to nominate from
the local barrio bars ... At least
with this collection of swine I
would know exactly their
character and the kind of
representation that I could
expect...It is offensive and
insulting when characters like
Sergio Munoz ride under the
banner of respectability and
sincerity, to only reveal their
dark souls and crooked views in
the middle of the night. .. under
the glare of a policeman's
flashlight and the careful eye of
a patrol car video camera.

Justice not served
The Student Supreme Court has , without question,
disregarded one of the most sacred representations of
the American judicial system and American societythe U.S. Constitution.
The Constitution is the foundation of our country.
We, as students, have used that document as a model
for our organizational constitutions. Joy Ferrer, chief
justice of the student supreme court, has changed,
without question, the Student Government
As ociation's Constitution to suit her needs in the
trial of former SGA President Daniel Garcia Ordaz.
Why, we ask, should the same body that hears
evidence during a trial, decide before the trial what
evidence would be admissible?
Why, we ask, would a hearing be closed to the
public when the constitution plainly states all
judicial hearings are open?
Why, we ask, are students being subpoenaed
to te tify in a trial when they were told they
were not allowed to testify by the court before
the trial started?
Why, we ask, are advisers, who ave
testified as witnesses in the trial and heard
the testimony of other witnesses, active in
the decision making concerning the admission of evidence and court procedure in the
trial?
The trial of Daniel Garcia Ordaz is a
mockery to the Constitution of the United
States. When individuals change written
rules and guidelines to fit their own
personal or professional agendas, then
what is the use to having these rules? Or
a Constitution for that matter?
The Student Supreme Court should
be reprimanded, and a new, open trial
which follows the constitution should
be conducted to promote fairness and
more importantly justice.

7,(}IH llr~ t!;Ut,,

Your letters and
comments are welcome.
Send your opinions to the
address below.
We look forwar d to
hearing from you.
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Communication students
selected for national convention
For the third consecutive
year, students in the Speech
Communication Program in
the Communication department have had their scholarly
papers selected for presentation at the Annual Sooner
Communication Conference
at the University of Oklahoma, March 29-30. Chosen
from juried competition,
these students will participate
in this Seventh Honors
Conference at Oklahoma
with other young scholars
from across the south and
southwestern U.S.
1\vo undergraduate communication majors, Miki
McCarthy and Aliber
Lozano, Jr. will present
revised versions of research
prepared in a course in 'The

Rhetoric of Television" under
the instruction of Dr. George
C. MCiemore, assistant
professor of communication.
McCarthy's work "Image Is
Everything" explores the
social influence of diverse
televised icons and images,
while Lozano examined the
rhetorical myths and influence
of pop star Madonna in his
essay "Madonna: Myth And
Hegemony."
Marcia Urban, a masters
degree candidate and a student
in a graduate seminar in
Rhetoric and Communication
Theories, completed her initial
research under the direction of
Dr. William F. Strong, assistant professor of communication. Urban engaged in an
analysis of the controversial

From left to right: Allber
Lozano Jr., Miki McCarthy,
Dr. Wllllam F. Strong,
Marcia Urban, Dr. George
c. McLemore

media theorist Marshall
McLuhan in her work titled
"Media McLuhanatic of
McNificent Prophet?" These
and other students' scholarly
work will receive critiques and
evaluations by distinguished
guest professors Anita Vangelisti
and John Daly, both of the

University of Texas at Austin.
Dr. Jack R. Stanley, chair of
the department of communication, said: "This type of student
success is indicative of the high
quality of scbo1arly effons in
which our department's studen~
are involved and we are glad
their superior work is gaining
recognition beyond our campus."
These students' travel is
funded by both the Office of
Vice-President for Student
Affairs and the Vice-President
for Academic Affairs. Dr.
McLemore said that '"This
generous funding clearly de
strates. UT-Pan Am's on-going
comnutment to and encouragement of these important scholarly enterprises by our
university's students."
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Payin8 dues

.w.
Holly Meisel

Staff Writer

hen Salma
Ghanem, a journalism
professor, chose to put
aside her college career to
start a family, she knew it
would take a tremendous
amount of self-discipline, as
well as determination to complete her dreams of attaining
her PhD.

After successfully defending her
dissertation this month, Ghanem
gleefully answers to the call, "Is there
a doctor in the house?"
Born in 1960, Ghanem grew up in
Cairo, Egypt, the daughter of multicultural parents. Her mother is Dutch;
and her father, an Egyptian, served in
Anwar Sadat's cabinet, first as Minister of Culture, then as Minister of
Higher Education.
Ghanem, who speaks English,
French and Arabic, began college at
{ the American University in Cairo, at
:>the age of 16. When her father died
:: suddenly that year, the 17-year-old
:::dropped out of college and married a
:::fellow student, Ashraf Hilmy, who
:::was studying medicine.
::: In keeping with Egyptian tradition,
Ghanem uses her maiden name.
In 1980, her daughter, Horeya,
whose nickname is "Looly." was born
in Cairo. Ghanem also has a 7-year-

old son, Alexander, born in Harlingen,
Tx.
One year after her daughter was
born, Ghanem, her husband and
daughter moved to the United States,
settling in Westchester, NY., where she
attended Fordham University in
Manhattan one semester.
When her husband accepted a
position with Valley Baptist Hospital
in Harlingen the family moved to the
Rio Grande Valley.
"My husband had a cousin in the
Valley who he visited once during the
month of January, in 80-degree
weather," she recalls. "When he came
back to New York and was welcomed
with a huge blizzard, moving down to
the Valley seemed like a pleasant
idea."
Starting as a business major,
Ghanem enrolled at Pan American
University in 1985. At that time, the
25-year-old junior had no idea she
would soon discover her gift lay in the
field of communications.
"I really wasn't thinking about
communications when I was in high
school," she said. "I did what a lot of
undergraduates do, I switched. I
started off as a physics major, then to
economics, then business. It was
during that time when I took my first
speech communications class with Ms.
Jan Courtney that I simply fell in love
with the field and decided that was
going to be my direction."
In May 1987, Ghanem earned her
bachelor or art degree in communica-

bub one, /cecem; / ~ & £ { ! / & if;-'& wm<tlv if;
tions -10 years after starting college.
Ghanem analyzed 2,330 articles on
As a graduate student, Ghanem
crime over a two year period.
edited the 1987 fall edition of Rio
After 19 years, Ghanem believes
she has achieved a goal that would
magazine.
When her husband accepted a
have made her father proud.
position at Scott and White Hospital,
"I was determined, for my dad's
Ghanem packed up the family and
sake, that there was going to be
moved to Temple,
another Dr. Ghanem," she
Texas.
said. "So part of th.is was
She subsequently
also a very personal goal."
enrolled at the UniverHowever, she would not
sity of Texas-Austin,
suggest the path she took
commuting 65 miles
for other students.
each way for 2 and a
"I would not recommend
half years, while
taking so much time off like
completing a masters
that to anyone," she said.
in journalism. Four
"We all have disadvantages.
years later, she has
We all have difficulties we
earned a doctorate in
have to work with, and
communications, in
really, a lot of self-discithe UT department of
Dr. Sa lma Ghanem
pline is needed to get it
journalism.
done. If you don't have it, it
Ghanem also received many awards can drag."
for her outstanding writing, including
How did Ghanem balance her time
the Freedom Forum Graduate Scholar- around her devotion to school, her
ship for three consecutive years at UT family, and the responsibility of child
and the Turner Award, presented in
care?
Holland where she presented a paper
"When you have children, you really
based on her dissertation.
don't have that much control over your
The topic of her doctoral dissertation time," she explains. "With what little
is "Media Coverage of Crime and
time you do have, you've got to use it
Public Opinion: An Exploration of the to the fullest. You don't have the
Second Level of Agenda Setting."
option of saying, "Oh, I'll do that
Her research examined the relationlater."'
ship between media coverage of crime
Dr. George McLemore, assistant
and public concern about crime. For
professor of communications, has been
example, although crime has been
a close friend of Ghanem since she
dropping, public concern about crime was an undergraduate enrolled at Pan
as been rising.
American.

.1:1-

"I had her in a couple of advanced
communication courses that dealt with
the mass media," Mclemore said. "I
knew then, 10 years ago, that she was
destined for a stellar career in
academia because she literally answered my tests better than I could.
She is already recognized in our
department as one of the best researchers we have. I feel very proud to have
been involved with her in that enterprise."
Her daughter, Looly, who is a
sophomore in high school, said her
mother's determination has rubbed off.
"I see her working really hard for
what she wants," she said. "It sends
me to set my own goals and to work
for them."
Her husband Ashraf, now a general
and vascular urgeon, said the acrifice of missing Salma from time-totime was worth it in the end.
"It means so much to her," he said.
''We all pitched in and did whatever
was needed to accommodate her needs
and her time away from us."
Even though Ghanem had the
support from her family and friends,
there were times when she felt alone in
the pursuit of her dream.
"It can be a very lonely process," she
explains. "People may sympathize and
empathize, but you're the one who's
going through it. The self-discipline
has definitely paid off, and all I can
say is-I've got a grin from ear to
ear!"
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Today at 12:30 p.m the Lady Bronc volleyball team wlll ttost a
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College at
1:30 p.m., Texas
5:30 p.m..

Broncs remain on the road

3:30 p.m.

Laredo

Buck-Naked Basketball

Team challenges USL tomorrow
Sergio J. Sanchez
Staff reporter

The baseball team, m the
middle of a seven game road trip,
faces Southwestern Louisiana
(USL) in a three game conference
series beginning tomorrow at 7
p.m., followed by a double header
on Saturday.

' 'Either we get beat
by one bad pitch like
in Saturday's loss to
Lousiana Tech, or
we give up too many
walks or errors.
Either way, we've
been
shooting
ourselves in the
foot."
Al Ogletree
Baseball coach
USL is currently tied for fourth
in conference with a 7-8 record,
and is 16-21 on the year.
Since beating South Alabama
two weeks ago, the Broncs have
fallen into a semi-slump, and have
lost four in a row. What is so difficult for head coach Al Ogletree
to swallow is that three of these
four losses were by one run.
"Either we get beat by one bad
pitch like in Saturday's loss to
Lousiana Tech, or we give up too
many walks or errors," Ogletree
said. "Either way, we've been
shooting ourselves in the foot."
UTPA lost both of their games
last weekend to Lousiana Tech by
one run, 6-5 and 5-4. Although
the Broncs outhit and outhomered
Tech, (Matt Siskowski, Steve Redden and Mick Tosch all smacked

homers) they still suffered the
losses. Friday's game was called
due to rain.
The problem of losing games by
one run has plagued the Broncs all
season. UTPA is currently 5- lO
on the season in one run games,
and 3-6 in one run conference
games.
Despite these tough losses, this
week's Sun Belt Conference statistics reveal that the Broncs have
several standouts at the plate and
on the mound.
"Heath Autry has been hitting
very well lately," Ogletree said.
Autry, the team captain, currently leads the team with a .323
batting average.
Matt Siskowski ,also hitting
well, is fifth in the SBC in
homeruns and doubles, with six
and twelve respectively. Dean
Davidson is in second place in
triples, with three. Mike Karow
(3.04) and Kiki Trevino (3.43) are
among the top seven conference
pitchers in ERA. Karow is also
among the leaders in wins, with
five, and strikeouts, with 50. Jody
Moore has tossed three complete
games, which puts him in third
place, while Richard Crenshaw,
UTPA's primary closer, is also
among the conference leaders
with four saves.
Overall, the Broncs are 18-21 on
the year, and 5-9 in conference.
After this weekend ' s games,
they'll be home to battle Arkansas-Little Rock on the 19th in another three game conference series. Next Friday's home action
begins at 4 p.m. with a double
header; Saturday's game starts at
I p.m. All Bronc home games can
be heard on AM 1240.

The Pan American/Liza Longoria

Students Rick Lebron (left) and David Zlozkowski (right) play basketball at the HPE II Complex during the after•
noon on Tuesday.

Track team hopes to set school records in San Angelo
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

With four weeks left before the Sun Belt Conference Outdoor Championship track and field meet, the men and women teams are getting a
jump start in preparing for the event as they travel to San Angelo tomorrow to participate in the Angelo State Relays. The teams hope to
set school records as they did in the past years.
"In the past we have had more school records set there than in any
other meet," Keith Hutson, assistant track coach said. "It is a very
good place to jump and a lot of our schqol records have been set there
in the jumping, running events and relays."
These records were set by former Bronc athletes, such as J.B. Pruitt,

who placed first in the 400 meter hurdles with a record breaking performance of 51.56 in 1993; David Hunter, with a 49-6 1/4 in the triple
jump; and Shannon Crippen, who threw a 141-1 in the discus in
1995.
In the women events, Tonya Bailey led the women with the most
records set in San Angelo in 1993. Bailey set records in the 100 meter
and 200 meter with scores of 12.02 and 24.76. Another record breaker
in that meet was Cynthia Cantu, who finished with a 15.38 in the 100
meter hurdles.
Participants in this meet range from Division I and II schools to
universities from New Mexico, like New Mexico State and the University of New Mexico. Universities from Texas include Texas Tech,

University of Te_x as-Arlington, South West Texas University as well
as Texas-A&M-Kingsville.
Almost all members of the squads will participate, with the exception of a few who will stay home and train for the conference championship, like Elizabeth Ortega, Linda Moncivais, Gracie Salinas, and
others.
"It is a key meet because this is a point to the four weeks from conference where everyone gets a good measure of where they are at.
After this weekend there are two more weeks and if they are not ready
then they will not be ready by conference," Hutson said. "It is a key
meet and it is a good meet for them to run fast, jump far, jump high and
throw far. It is a good place for them to excel."

Bronc Notes

Sport Column

America's favorite pastime strikes out again
Just the other day, my April issue of The Cable
Guide arrived in my mailbox. Usually, I greet
its arrival with much joy and anticipation... As
a sports fan I wait with held breathe to see how
many Knicks games I can see on free television,
and as a film junkie, whether or not any Orson

11(1 Ut11.
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Mark M. Milam

Wblle all my friends and fellow sports commenWelles' films will be shown.
tators are busy ftrlng off about pennant races and
So with intense disgust and passionate anger, team expectatiom, I am silently recalling the glory
I '\vas sent reeling backward when I peered into years of my childhood summers. Days upon days
the mailbox and I saw a horrible person adorn- we~ ftlled by the pursuit or stickball and card
ing April's Cable Guide. It was the smirking, coUecUng.
I wu a true boy of summer, in Jove with the
arrogant face or Dave Justice, a ballplayer with
the Atlanta Braves. Immediately, I seized the American pmtime.•. But then again that was over
magazine and ripped the cover off, turning all a decade ago, the spectrum of professional sports
of Justices' face and some of his chest into little has grown large and ugly, gobbling up memories,
joys and dreams as easily as a late June rain ends
tiny pieces.
Not yet satisfied, I turned the little pieces into the tied, ninth inning game.
H I would have realized that someday I could
smaller shreds and threw them out into the afternoon breeze. In a sick and saddening way, I be an arrogant, overpaid, sex symbol who swung
felt really good and sort of proud. Yes, my a bat and did not have to pass a drug screen, pay
friends, the baseball boycott and personal strike taxes or go to jail for beating my wife•.. Well, peragainst Major League Baseball has entered its haps this course of life would have taken a drasecond ~on. I am still going strong, fueled ever matic turn towards being a fat-beaded ball player.
more so by the typical fans who forgave, and Not that I could not have accomplished that, I
the irresponsible organizations who have yet to played high school b~ball and could really swing
apologize or recognize the damage of the strike that bat, but reality set in and I could see that the
or the 1995 season••• the incredible disappoint- future and my talent rested with a real education
ments, half-truths, and unrepentant attitudes and occupation.
I am sorry for those who believe that playing
have scared my baseball psyche and soul forsports is a reaJjob. When b~baU players receive
ever!

a minimum salary of $109,000, it really undermines the notion that a ball player earns his
money. When you see people work extremely
hard every day to earn minimwn wage and consider that baseball players' median salary is
$350,000, it highlights my position that this collective bunch or so-called talent is extremely
overpaid.
AHIIllHHH! I am having another fit as we
speak about this._ Where is a copy of the Cable
Guide? I need a Loubville Slugger to swing at
my television set, another game is coming on the
air...
This is going to be a long ugly season, and I
am already suffering Crom a breakdown - not of
my sanity but or my patience and will to rorgive. So if you see me walking around with a bat
in my hand and a torn Houston Astro jersey on
my chest, take my advice and run away... uni~
you are ready to join the 1996 boycott movement.
With or without your support, I am rolling
along full speed ahead. This is not just about
complaining, or raising hell - this is about fighting the good fight ror myself and all my sports
brethren.
It bas reached the point that we, the sports
fans, either stand up for our rights or prepare
to be abused and mistreated even further•.. Are
you ready?

Ortega earns honor for track
Lady Bronc runner Elizabeth Ortega has been
named Performer of the Week for the Sun Belt Conference. She finished third at the Texas Relays as
she blazed the metric two-mile in 9:56.87--the best
in the SBC this season by 13 seconds.
She also ran the second leg on the 4x800-meter
relay that finished seventh among 16 of the nation's
best track universities.
"Elizabeth really deserves the honor," Reid Harter,
UTPA track coach said.
The SBC professional staff makes the selections,
based on performance.
Ortega also won the honor in cross country as SBC
individual champion, and in indoor track for another
strong 3000-meter run.

Women volleyball tourney today
1:1e Lady Bronc volleyball team will be hosting a
Spnng tournament today at 12:30 p.m. and continue
on until 6p.m. in the HPE II Building. The women
will be hosting three schools, Texas A&MKingsville, Laredo Community College and Texas
Southmost College. The tournament is open to the
public and free of charge. The current schedule for
the tournament is:

Time

Teams

12:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m
4:30p.m.
5:30p.m.

Texas A&M-Kingsville vs. Laredo
UTPA vs. Texas Southmost
TAMUK vs. Texas Southmost
UTPA VS. TAMUK
Texas Southmost vs. Laredo
UTPA vs. Laredo

